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the wreck symbol, cleared to 28 feet, at latitude 37-08-53.4N, 
076-09-09.6(,1. 00 NOT Go..i<..oR 

All Presently charted landmarks in the Proximity oF this 
survey were visually verified from offshore and are adequate as 
charted. No additional landmarks or aids to navigation were noted 
in the area as suitable for charting. 

M. Adequacy of Survey SEe EVALuAT i<HJ REPO RT !!€'-· '"' 

AWOIS Item #3190 was completely and thorouShlY 
investisated by divers during this survey operation. The least 
dePth• and detached Position of this wreck are accurate and 
<;;onsider·ed ad'j_qua~e for charting. The least depths. determined t•Y 
,i;~,!"J',,~~'ra t'~~.fleag'" during this survey must be corrected for· smooth 
tides before beins aPPlied to the chart. It is not recommended 
that any of the leadl ine dePths obtainel by this. s.urvev be 

. • A>CO t"' A i,t C. .0£/'TM ~1'0<:>£. . aPPl ied to the chart. DePths obtained bv Aellmel'at'ttc•ll'r: 'hr aur1ns 
this survey were shoaler and considered more accurate than the 
dePths obtained by leadline. The deeper depths obtained by 
leadline are attributable to the tender launch not beinS directly 
over the divers at the time of readins. 

N. I ncomp I e te I terns. SEE: Ev Al. . RE Po /IT SEC.. , 

There are no incomplete items contained in this survey. 

O. Currents and Winds 

-

Tidal currents were closely monitored during the course 
of this survey, since diving operations were Planned to coincide 
with slack wate r· whenever Possible. Comparisons were r11ade with -
the Tidal Cur·r·ent Tables 1984, Atlantic Coast C•f North Am-i;rica 
between the work area and station 5266, York River Ent. Channel 
<SE end). 

In seneral, the times and strengths of maximum current 
and times of slack water agreed with the Predicted times under 
normal conditions. However. this entire area is sreatlY 
influenced bY the wind which results in nontidal currents which 
considerably Prolons or reduce the tidal currents. ComPared with 
the Predicted tide current tables, the currents would senerallv 
run one hour longer when soins with the wind and one hour shorter 
when OPPosinS the wind. The strensths of maximum current flow 
were 1.0 to 1.5 knots Sreater than Predicted under all 
conditions. even with calm winds of less than 5 knots. 

P . Personnel 

The officers from the NOAA ShiPs RUDE and HECK conductins 
this survey were LCDR Donald D. Winter. LT Neal G. Millett, LT 
Edwar·d M. Clark, and ENS Thomas. G. Cal lahan. ( The officers from ..
the NOAA ShiP MT. MITCHELL assistinS with this survey were LT 
Roser L. Parsons, LT Donald R. Rice. LT(jg) Garner R. Yates. 
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